Introduction: By the Side of the Road and at the Edge of the Paradigm
This article examines the archaeological evidence from excavations at the medieval Armenian village of Ambroyi dating to the 13th-14th centuries ad (all dates throughout are ad). It focuses on reconstructing medieval life in the village and situates its analysis within wider trends of studying village archaeology in the medieval Near East. First, the article examines how villages have been approached in the wider Near East, before looking at the specific challenges of studying the village in Armenia in particular. It will then turn to evidence from archaeological excavations and what they reveal about villagers in medieval Armenia as participants in various social institutions, and in medieval life as a greater phenomenon. The data from Ambroyi contributes to an important work of integration, bringing studies of medieval Armenian and Near East society into conversation with each other. The research presented here also demonstrates the significance of medieval Armenia as a case study which bears upon wider discussions of medieval sociality, interaction, and complexity in Eurasia generally. A critical result of the research at Ambroyi is the empirical foundation for arguments regarding not only the continuation of social life in villages during periods of so-called "upheaval," such as the 13th c. Ilkhanid period, but also for the participation of village inhabitants in interactions extending beyond the village site itself to towns, cities, and the passing travelers who slept and ate at the nearby caravan inn.
Medieval Villages in the Near East: Discourses and Deconstructions
The village as a site of social life has been historically marginalized in archaeological investigations of the medieval Near East. In general, with the exception of salvage excavations or cases of accidental discovery, archaeological excavations have followed the lead of medieval geography and focused on life in urban centers. This concentration on cities began with the first archaeological excavations in the Near East that targeted Islamic cities. Early excavations focusing on the medieval period in the Near East were frequently underwritten by museums and private individuals, and driven by the aim of procuring material for museum collections. As a result, these projects focused on major centers of medieval elite life such as Samarra, Nishapur, Rayy, and Fustat, where the results were expected to be the most spectacular and thus generate exemplary museum objects. 1 Significant excavations of village sites, such as those carried out at Alishar Huyuk and Chatal Hoyuk in the Amuq, were undertaken in the course of investigations of earlier periods that underlay (or were intruded by) medieval contexts and materials. 2 A major influence on research has also been the latent presumption that while village life was socially important in the Byzantine and Christian medieval ecumene, the primary locus of social production within the so-called "world of Islam" was the "Islamic city," 3 which has therefore been the focus of historical and archaeological scrutiny to the exclusion of rural settlement. Emphasis has been placed on the construction of new Islamic cities, or the evolution of already-existing cities after the Islamic conquest in the 7th century. 4 In the historical and geographical sources often used as the source of inspiration for these archaeologies, villages generally do not have names or are only mentioned in passing. Village names do appear in other sources, such as endowment inscriptions (see below), manuscript colophons, 5 and lists of churches. 6 In a similar trend, intense study on the part of historians, archaeologists, and scholars interested in Islamic period (i.e., post-7th c. medieval) architecture has focused primarily on the monumental forms which are both located in and categorically define cities. This focus on urban centers as the locus of Islamic social life, centered on monumental institutions, has only relatively recently been complemented by research on extra-urban social contexts as well as the architectural forms, such as castles and caravanserai, which have long attracted study as part of the larger monumental corpus. 7 In the Caucasus, this is also manifested in the excavation of cities (see Figure 1 ), namely the Armenian cities of Ani and Dvin, 8 as well as the fortresses of Garni and Anberd. 9 In Azerbaijan, attention has (1981-1985 gg.) (Yerevan, 2008) . 9 Babken Arakelyan and Grigor H. Karakhanyan, Garni III: 1949 III: -1956 tt (Yerevan, 1962) ; Sergei Harutʾyunyan, Anberd (Yerevan, 1978); Hamlet Petrosyan and Babken Arakelyan, Garni IX-XIV darerum (Yerevan, 1988) . again largely focused on cities, such as Oren-Kala, Gabala, and Shamkir. 10 The same is also true in Georgia, where again excavations focused on the fortress city of Dmanisi and cities including Mtskheta and Tbilisi, or on well-known monastery complexes such as David Gareja.
11 There have been a number of recent pub- lications of material from Georgia and Armenia that have largely focused on the medieval pottery of the region, 12 again primarily coming from these city excavations, thus emphasizing the cities as important centers of wealth and commerce.
The past twenty years, however, have brought an increasing recognition that medieval villages are a significant and productive object of study in their own right, as the loci of various forms of medieval daily life. This development has emerged as a result of shifts not only in Near Eastern archaeology, but as part of a general trend in history and archaeology toward an intensified focus on, in the former, histories of the everyday, and in the latter, on material culture and processes situated at the scale of the household or the community. 13 In particular, work in Jordan has brought attention to Mamluk, Ottoman, and post-Ottoman villages 14 as well as "Early Islamic period" (7th-9th centuries) single houses. 15 Studies in the Islamic world have increasingly begun to look at settlements in marginal areas, such as marshes 16 and deserts, where the spread of Islam into rural areas not long after the Islamic conquest has been studied in detail. 17 In Byzantine Cappadocia, villages have been studied in considerable detail, 18 including specific work of different aspects of domestic architecture such as courtyards, 19 kitchens, 20 and stables. 21 Therefore, we are becoming increasingly better informed about villages in the Near East.
Yet, while the village as a setting of social activity is receiving increased attention, archaeologists still must negotiate the lingering tendency to define the rural village in opposition to the urban, and persistent assumptions that are made about what kind of sociality is possible in a village. In particular, the implications of using the village as an unproblematic stand-in for the quotidian baseline in models of medieval sociality centered on (Christian or Islamic) cities is illustrated by the ways in which villages are "read" in archaeological analysis. For example, studies on village architecture in the Crusader southern Levant have applied ethnicallydeterministic models to argue for the presence of Crusaders and local Christians in planned (orthogonal) villages in contrast to local Muslims in more "agglutinative" villages. 22 This distinction between religions is also observed in Egypt, where archaeologists who study the architectural remains associated with the Coptic Christian community do not study the contemporary "Islamic" houses from sites such as Fustat thought to be inhabited primarily by Muslims, or vice versa. 23 Other studies of villages in Greece have made explicit the assumed direct connections between modern ethnography and archaeology, 24 thereby mapping the social landscape of the present onto the past.
Our work at Ambroyi both builds upon this corpus of published work on medieval villages, but also aims to continue challenging some of the discourses and assumptions about the role of the village in medieval sociopolitics that have structured archaeological interpretations of excavated villages. Most importantly for this article, a wave of development projects in Turkey, Azerbaijan, and Georgia in the last several decades (in the case of Azerbaijan and Georgia, specifically the construction of the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline) has resulted in a series of rescue excavations, undertaken to record sites that would otherwise completely disappear due to rising dam waters or the construction of oil pipelines. 25 This phenomenon meant that a number of villages were investigated in detail: village sites in 22 The lack of architectural plans found in Azerbaijan, perhaps because the architecture was mud brick and not preserved, 26 means that it is not possible to make comparisons between these villages and those in Turkey. Further, these village sites have been dated by archaeologists to the 12th century or earlier, meaning that they are not totally contemporary with the villages in eastern Turkey, Armenia, and Georgia. Nonetheless, archaeologists working on the pipeline material in Georgia documented a number of villages that can be used for comparison with the villages in eastern Anatolia and Armenia. The material from the BTC pipeline, as well as surveys in Nakhchivan, Azerbaijan, and southern Georgia supplement our own recent work, demonstrating that village settlements were part of a broad and complex landscape of sites, infrastructure, and land use during the late medieval period throughout the South Caucasus. The work in Georgia and Azerbaijan, because it was concentrated in particular geographical areas, suggests the existence of a rich hinterland beyond the urban centers of the late medieval south Caucasus which remains to be studied. In Georgia, the villages documented by archaeologists working on the BTC pipeline (see Figure 2 ) were all built from stone and documented extensively. Some of these villages had been investigated previously, but-thanks to the pipeline investigations-these have now been published in an accessible way and dated. Village sites in Georgia are markedly similar to the case documented by Sharon Gerstel in Greece, 28 in that they are focused on a church in the center of the village, with any additional churches located at the fringes of the main settlement. 29 The centrality of the church to the village, as documented in medieval Georgian and Greek villages, can also be observed at the Armenian village of Mren in eastern Turkey (see below), where the Mren cathedral was at the center of the settled area. Villages in Georgia were also often fortified, and many round structures can be identified in them, which could be towers attached to the houses, suggesting they might have been for storage or animals. Additionally, there were buildings made up of a series of small rooms, many of which had rounded corners; archaeologists excavating these rooms did not document the activity areas which can be observed in eastern Turkish and Azerbaijani villages (see below).
At Nachivchavebi village (11th-16th centuries; see Figure 2B ), the excavators observed that the domestic houses typically had five to six rooms, including kitchens, wine cellars, bakeries, and places for storing cattle; the structures were associated with fields nearby, surrounding the church in the center of the village. The church in the center of the village was surrounded by a wall and had a cemetery, while there was also another church on the fringes of the village that also had a cemetery. This is similar to Tkemlara village (11th-16th centuries) (see Figure 2A) , which had similar patterns of domestic settlement and a church in the village. Chivchavi Gorge village (10th-16th centuries; see Figure 2F ) also consisted of groups of settlements with a church and a cemetery, and a fortification wall. Takhtiskaro (see Figure 2D ) village (10th-16th century) was a large settlement that had houses which varied in size from one to seven rooms and a fortification wall. There was also a small church on the fringes of the village. At Tskhratskaro Gorge village (medieval period; see Figure 2E ), the village consists of houses 28 between three to five rooms, and a round room that was separate from the rest of the house. There were also places for cattle that had been dug into the ground. Sakire Village (see Figure 2C ) was associated with the 11th-13th century Sakire fortress, and was built below the fortifications. 30 Additional village types included houses built from mud (e.g., Narli Dara in Georgia) and buildings with paved floors that were used to store cattle. 31 Other structures built apart from the primary clusters of village structures suggest that certain specialized production, such as wine making, may have been distributed through space, tying the landscape of fields, buildings and other spaces together into a larger landscape of village activity. The body of rescue research in Turkey demonstrates an interesting pattern of interpreting the medieval landscape, in that ethnic or social evolutionary logics are frequently (and tacitly) applied to explain perceived patterns in village architectural forms. Excavated villages in eastern Turkey and the Amuq (see Figure 3) are frequently described as "agglutinative" in form, implying that the lack of apparent clear distinctions between rounded "houses," or evidence for additive construction over time, indicates a lack of town planning on the part of the village occupants. 33 At the root of analytical oppositions between planned and unplanned villages is a linked conceptual polarization between villages as prepolitical communities and villages as productive units integrated within a scalar political economy. This seemingly straightforward opposition between forms of village sociality (planned and controlled vs. agglutinative and communal/organic) is already called into question by the particulars of excavated villages. At Tille Höyük (see Figure 3E ), excavators found buildings of mud brick built on stone with staircases, constructed around a courtyard that seems to have had specific activity areas. The rooms were altered through time as the complex was rebuilt and may have been dwelling houses of families.
34 Similar organic dwelling houses were found at Korucutepe, where the excavators found an alleyway, ovens, and buildings; 35 and at Sos Höyük (see Figure 3J ), where excavators found rectangular stone houses with cobblestone areas and paved alleyways. 36 The exposure at the site of Aşvan Kale (see Figures 3F-G) was much smaller but nonetheless illuminating for our understanding of the different types of settlement that occurred in villages; the settlement seems to have incorporated both living and production spaces, thus further challenging categorical oppositions of the domestic and industrial for late medieval Anatolia. The initial phase of settlement was not well-preserved, but the subsequent settlement was marked by walls of stone and mortar 80 cm thick. The excavators found signs of pottery-making in the form of kilns; in subsequent phases, a large building (identified as a medrese) was built over the top of this industrial area.
37
The existence of orthogonal architecture or regular plans at some sites has resulted in a solidification of village formal types across the greater Anatolian and Iranian region for this period, 38 (see Figure 3A ), centered on a regular mudbrick oval "fort" with towers built on stone foundations. Yet even within this "planned" military structure, excavators noted that the population made certain choices about the placement of installations, such as ovens, in rooms. There was also a settlement outside the fortress that had an associated church and graveyard. 39 The juxtaposition of various building forms, placement choices, and layout strategies at these settlementsincluding Aşvan Kale, Tille Höyük, Taşkun Kale, and Ambroyi-suggest that the ultimate influence on site form is a complex of historically and locally particular factors rather than polar socio-evolutionary dynamics. In other words, seemingly "unplanned" or "agglutinative" villages could be and were integrated within late medieval economic structures and political systems. These type of "planned"-in the sense of orthogonal as opposed to organic or agglutinative-villages have not been documented in Azerbaijan or Georgia. There is an indication of planned villages, such as the village that apparently housed the servants who worked at Queen Tamar's summer palace-but significantly, in this case, the categorization of "planned" refers to intentionality only, and not to the form of the structures themselves.
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For the remainder of this article we will narrow our regional focus to the case study of the social life of the village in late medieval (1200-1500) Armenia. The question is how to develop the role of the rural village settlement in regional and even global social life in the late medieval period. As we will discuss, to do this in the Armenian context means breaking apart paradigms that maintain the village as central to ethnic memory but peripheral to social action-if not altogether absent-in the late medieval period.
Late Medieval Villages in the

Republic of Armenia
The spatial pattern of archaeological research in the Republic of Armenia developed, on the one hand, out of a focus on named urban centers (itself inherited from medieval archaeology's strong dependence on historical sources) and, on the other, from an operational understanding of medieval sociality derived from Marxist historical materialism and urban-centered European traditions. 41 The Marxist model prescribes a historical trajectory whereby only medieval urbanism enabled the increased divisions of labor which were necessary precursors to capital accumulation; the parallel tenets of early 20th-century economic historians like Henri Pirenne stipulated that medieval market economy and urban life were inextricable and mutually dependent. Therefore, pioneering research into the nature of medieval life in Armenia (as elsewhere) was essentially a search for cities. The foundations of this tradition were laid in many ways by the investigations of Nicolai Marr in Shirak and at Ani in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Marr argued-as other scholars such as James Breasted and Franz Boas did in this period-that not only Europe, but also nations outside it, contributed to the development of world civilization, and Marr was looking for native Armenian contributions to this developmental trajectory. Marr's research was focused, in part, on a search for an essential Armenian culture which was expressed in megalithic monuments, and which reached an apex in the form of medieval urban life. 42 Subsequent students of medieval archaeology continued to concentrate, as Marr had, on the cities that were known from historical accounts-indeed, these historical accounts continue to be used by archaeologists to date features found at urban sites. Historians and archaeologists after Marr (such as Babken Arakelyan, Karo Ghafadaryan, and Aram Kalantarian) excavated urban sites because they believed such centers would yield evidence for cross-cultural interactions that they clearly believed could not be found in villages. 43 as castles (e.g., Anberd) and churches (e.g., Zvartnoc), but this was because they were important historical sites or had impressive standing architecture. 44 This research served to confirm the representations of Armenian social structure in the medieval period presented within historical accounts-specifically, the social dominance of Christian princes or naxarars and their military exploits, and the importance of cities as centers of economic and political life.
A combination of historical biases regarding the dynamics of social and cultural change in the medieval period have resulted in the medieval Armenian village being, paradoxically, simultaneously marginalized as an object of study and fetishized as the locus of primordial Armenian ethnos. A longstanding approach casts the city as an alien element in Armenia; conversely, the mountain village is implicated as the natural type of aggregated settlement in the Armenian highlands. Yet after the Islamic conquest in the 7th century, the Arab settlers are thought by scholars to have been solely Muslim urban dwellers in cities. 45 This historical assumption comes, on the one hand, from accounts of Arab tribes settling in cities such as Amida, Arzn, and Npʾrkert, 46 and on the other, from evidence such as the treaty between Theodore Rshtuni and the caliph Muʾawiya, in which the caliph states: "I shall not send emirs into your fortresses, nor a Tačik officer, nor a single horseman," thus rhetorically evoking the Armenian naxarar aristocracy and their loyal Christian subjects as ensconced in extra-urban mountain strongholds. 47 countryside. 48 An implication of this historical narrative is that villagers in their "natural" Armenian environment remained Armenian and Christian, thereby preserving native Armenian culture in the face of "Islamization" efforts by the new invaders. Historians and archaeologists have imagined the early medieval Armenian landscape as populated by "alien" cities filled with foreigners, with native culture and heritage preserved in villages, monasteries, and churches. The primeval Armenian landscape has therefore been characterized as occupation on a small scale. For the 12th century and later, however, this narrative is contradicted by the narratives of the primary historical record, in which cities are the seats of Armenian culture and the exclusive locations of cultural production, conceptualized in opposition to the nomadic invaders-Seljuk Turks and Mongols-who would buffet the walls of these cities with their mounted armies. For example, the 12th century account of Matteos Urhayeci (Matthew of Edessa) describes the Armenian inhabitants of the city of Ani holding out against repeated Seljuk attempts to conquer it. 49 This latent argument for the localization of an original Armenian culture in upland villages was made more explicit in syntheses of the history of Armenian architecture. Drawing in part from the perceived genetic relationship between Armenian medieval architecture and gothic architectural forms in Europe, as argued by analysts like Ernst Herzfeld, architectural historians such as Ohannes Xalpakhchyan and Anatoly Yakobson argued for the roots of "high" medieval church and civic architecture in the form of the Armenian village house. 50 This set of arguments cast medieval Armenians as a whole as active rather than passive in medieval cultural exchanges, but ironically removed agency from that medieval Armenian village and rural landscape as a locus of cultural production, in that it was relegated to a primordial past and immobilized as a non-evolving ideal. 48 This phenomenon has relegated village life in medieval Armenia to a condition of stasis, with the implication that the experience and lifeways of villagers did not change from the 4th century to the present, other than in exogenous terms such as invasion or heavy taxation. 51 The Islamic conquest ushered in what is believed by Armenian historians to be a time of economic deprivation and intense taxation. That approach that has been applied to the late medieval period as well, when once again the region is thought to have been in decline after the Mongol invasions, and under the heavy yoke of Ilkhanid administration. Whether framed by the feudal parameters of a historical materialist tradition (by Armenian history and archaeology) or through the focus on artists, patrons, and elite actors (by art history), the medieval village landscape has been imagined as timeless and unchanging, much in keeping with longstanding modes of imagining the medieval world generally. 52 Armenian village life in the late medieval period is construed as a precursor to the socioeconomic developments of the urban, proto-capitalist late medieval world.
The developments in Armenia, however, reflect what was happening in other parts of the south Caucasus under the Ilkhanid administration. Armenian historians frequently refer not only to events in Armenia itself, but also in Georgia and what is now modern Azerbaijan. Indeed, from the perspective provided by archaeological data, it has been observed that medieval villages in the South Caucasus show remarkable stability in settlement despite the seeming disorder that would have been caused by the documented historic events. historically as Bazarjuł, hereafter designated as AraiBazarjuł). The Kasakh Valley is located on the edge of the highland plateau between the broad volcanic peak of Mt. Aragats and the curving Tsaghkunyats range (See Figure 4) . The Kasakh River is fed by tributaries running out of both mountain systems, and cuts a deep canyon as it descends out of the highlands towards the Arax River valley to the south.
Ongoing research in the region has demonstrated the intensive occupation of the landscape of the Kasakh Valley and Tsaghkahovit Plain for the past several millennia; the medieval period was no exception to the pattern of active construction of its social landscape.
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The ethnohistorical records identified the general area of ruins south of Arai-Bazarjuł village as Ambroyi; this area of surface remains was dated to the late medieval 54 See Smith, Badalyan and Avetisyan, Archaeology and Geography.
period (12th-15th cs.) using surface ceramic material collected by Kathryn Franklin in 2010. 55 The specific region of architecture investigated in 2013 and 2014 was designated Hin Bazarjuł, or "Old Bazarjuł." the wider worlds of Armenia, the Near East, and the Silk Road cultural ecumene. In this aim, our research departed from previous work in the Kasakh Valley focused on monastic life in late medieval monasteries, or on princely life in fortified castles on the slopes of Mt. Aragats. 57 Our excavations were also motivated by the close spatial association of the settlement remains with the Arai-Bazarjuł karavanatun ("caravan inn"), located 500m to the east and dated to 1213. Franklin has previously argued that the karavanatun was a site for the mediation of long-distance travel both by localized political projects undertaken by Armenian merchant princes, as well as by local cultures of hospitality, particularly in the form of locally-provisioned road food.
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In excavating a settlement which was initially dated to the 13th-15th centuries and spatially associated with the karavanatun, we were testing a number of premises put forward in Armenian medieval historiography regarding the temporality and spatiality of social life-especially economic life-in the post-Seljuk period. As will be further discussed below, we were critically interested in the argument advanced by Armenian archaeologists and historians that social life in Armenia contracted to cities or stopped altogether in the period following the 1236 Mongol invasions of the South Caucasus. As the following sections examine, travel and trade during the Ilkhanid period in Armenia not only stimulated the production and maintenance of infrastructure like road inns, but also tied villages as well as cities into regional and even larger-scale webs of shared material culture and practice. The Islamic conquest is generally believed in Armenia to have ushered in a time of great economic hardship and difficulties for the Armenian people, much as the later Mongol conquest of the 13th century is presumed to have effectively cut off the floruit of medieval Armenian social life. However, far from being a period of economic decline, the Islamic conquest marks the beginning of a period when there does in fact seem to have been considerable economic activity on the part of both Armenians and local Muslim officials. Local Armenian families were active in building churches and other buildings in the late 7th century in particular, and numismatic evidence points to economic connections throughout the Islamic world from as far away as Spain and Samarkand. 61 The decline of the Abbasid caliphate at the end of the ninth century, however-which brought about the establishment of semi-independent kingdoms in the territory of Armenia-had a direct impact on the Kasakh Valley.
Brief Historical Context: Armenia in the Late Medieval Period
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The contraction of the Abbasid caliphate and subsequent disorder between the various principalities in Armenia meant that the Kasakh Valley was once again situated within a border region, this time a zone of contest between the Shaddadid dynasty with its capital at Dvin, and other Armenian dynasties, as well as with the Byzantine Empire and the Seljuk Turks. The regional divisions in this period are manifest in the occupation and renovation of fortresses built for defense, including at Małasaberd and Ani in the Shirak Plain, and Dashtadem, Anberd, and Bjni along the southern face of Aragats and the Tsaghkunyats. The Shaddadids were eventually defeated by the Seljuks, however, and the area once again ceased to be a border region. The northern regions of Armenia were then conquered by the Georgians at the end of the 12th century under the leadership of Queen Tamar, who administered the region with the assistance of the Mkhargrdzeli (known as Zakaryan in Armenian sources) governors. The Mkhargrdzeli appointment was part of a trend already put in place in Georgia by Queen Tamar's father, Giorgi III, which was to insert officials into local regimes who were part of new families completely dependent on the royal family, rather than from old nobilities established within that same regional power base. 63 This trend was reduplicated at a local level in Armenia, as the Mkhargrdzelis installed local merchant princes in administrative positions within their territory. Of these, the most well-known were the Vačutʾyans, who, starting with Prince Vače, had charge of the Aragatsotn region.
The thirteenth century, however, saw the arrival of the Mongols (described by Kirakos Gandzaketʾci as descending on the highlands "like a multitude of locusts" 64 ), who started attacking the south Caucasus beginning in the 1220s with a number of clashes, massacres, and much chaos. The decisive battle, however, was in 1236, after which the Mkhargrdzelis capitulated to the Mongols; they were followed in this by other nobles, forming a regional administrative class under later Ilkhanid rule. 65 The Mongols proceeded to conquer the rest of Armenian lands in the 1240s, which were held either by the Seljuks or by the Ayyubids. During the more than one hundred years of Mongol domination, the Armenians and the rest of the population of the south Caucasus experienced periods of benevolent, even enlightened rule, alternating with capricious benighted misrule. The years from 1236 to 1250, though not without conflict, did not witness radical changes in the governing structure of the region. According to the interpretation of some historical sources, the Mongols did not impose formal taxes on the region until 1243, instead extracting money from the population through plunder. The Mongols apparently also confiscated land from the local nobles and redistributed it amongst their own elites (thereby, according to some, destroying the agricultural economy of Armenia). They also imposed taxes, which were determined on the basis of censuses, which Armenian historical sources describe as being extremely onerous. 66 Indeed, it is evident that by the 14th century, taxes were considered a major problem, not only for the population of Armenia, but across the South Caucasus in general. The Persian inscription of the Ilkhanid ruler Abu Saʾid on the walls of the mosque at Ani indicated that the city of Ani and its surroundings, as well as the rest of Georgia, would no longer be subject to certain taxes which even he claimed had caused considerable suffering in both the city and the countryside, leading to the abandonment of estates and the population fleeing. 67 It is interesting that the Mongols themselves acknowledged how damaging these taxes could be to the rural population of the south Caucasus.
Following a complicated settlement system, as indicated by the fact that they categorized their cities according to function, including not only settlements from which the Mongols administered their empire, and pleasure palaces for hunting and feasting, but also small, walled "agricultural centers" or "villages where peasants lived."
73 Archaeological data on the landscapes of late medieval Eurasia thus suggest a more complicated image of regional social life than that presented in historical sources.
While villages are seldom described directly or named in the historical record, they were categorically invoked as constituting part of social landscapes and political strategies: for instance, villages were integrated into the iqtāʿ system, or served as part of the wider resource base of cities and towns. Historical and, more concretely, epigraphic evidence from late medieval Armenia and Anatolia indicates that villages as productive entities were important not only as components within an overall landscape of production and economy, but also as participants in the performative aspects of political economy which tied together rural production and authority situated in towns and cities. The textual record thus also provides a basis for a critical deconstruction of the direct and determinative correlation between village form and village function. Writing of the agricultural landscape of late Seljuk Anatolia, Nicholas Trépanier observed that, as defined within waqf documents which oversaw the donations of villages (and other properties) to mosques, madrasas, caravanserai, and other institutions, what was donated was not the land or the built fabric of the village, but the incomes and goods that were produced there. In that context, "village" was thus a social category of production, rather than a locale or a kind of culture opposed to "urban." 74 To give a more concrete example, the presumed link between the constructed layout of "the village" and the village as an emic entity of economic production and social order is troubled 73 by textual evidence for a village in the Ahlat region in 1231, when that site was under the control of the Ayyubids. A woman in the region sold one-thirtieth of a village, referred to as part of an "agricultural estate" (bayt agricole), consisting of a house and its accompanying irrigated and non-irrigated lands, pastures, and barns. This suggests, fascinatingly, that the concept of "village" in this period was oriented around practices and products, containing not just built spaces (the houses of villagers) but also the landscapes where variously mobile activities supportive of village life were carried out. 75 Our understanding of the village as a landscape of activities extending beyond a walled or fortified site is supported also by increasing applications of remote sensing and satellite imagery. To cite a prominent example, Philippe Dangles and Nicolas Proteau have recently argued based on satellite imagery that the historically-attested village site of Małasberd extended 16 hectares beyond the fortress and church of the same name, and that the village included a number of multi-functional buildings such as caravanserai and baths.
76 Similar work was undertaken at Mren by Samvel Karapetian, who deployed satellite imagery to complicate the landscape surrounding that famous 7th century church by demonstrating the extent of village architectural traces. 77 A task of historical archaeology is thus to fill in the critical place in social topography occupied by villages, both as the physical context for extra-urban life and as a component within regional strategies of political economy.
Dating from at least the 7th century and continuing through the Seljuk period into the 13th century, a central part of authoritative pious practice in Armenia consisted of making donations of renovations, vestments, or estates to monasteries and churches, and of recording those donations in prominent architectural inscriptions. 78 This follows similar traditions in Byzantium, where entire villages could also be donated to 79 A central function of such inscriptionswhich could be located inside the churches themselves, as well as in gavits (narthexes) or on the outside of buildings-was to tie the productive activities of properties and agricultural lands (usually referred to as "gardens" [ayginer] owned by a prince or lord) with that pious actor's ability to endow religious spaces (churches) and performances (masses) in perpetuity.
The famous endowment inscription of the merchant-prince Tigran Honencʾ at Ani is the quintessential example of the role of villages as participants within this late medieval Armenian pious political economy. 80 Carved across an impressive swath of the east wall of the church of St. Gregory in Ani, the inscription of Honencʾ (dated to 1215) details his donation to the adjoining monastery of villages and parts of villages, as well as the products of rural agricultural production locales such as threshing floors, fish traps, and olive presses. The villages donated by Honencʾ, located primarily within the plains of Shirak and Kars, were integral to the cohesion of the late medieval landscape and to the self-construction of political actors in Armenia. Contemporary with Tigran Honencʾ, aspiring nobles in the Kasakh Valley undertook equivalent donations to monasteries in their domain. In the first decade of the 13th century, the prince Vače Vačutyan donated lands in rural areas (described as "gardens," aygi) to the monastery of Ushi and revenues to the monastery of Hovhannevank: both of these monasteries are located alongside the main roads between Ashtarak and Aparan. 81 In to Hovhannevank of various proceeds and expenses for construction, but also a "garden of Dprevan."
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A few decades later, in 1244, Kurd Vačutyan (son to Vače) donated the villages of Parpi, Karbi, and Oshakan, as well as "three hostels" to the monastery of Astvacʾnkal, located within the Kasakh canyon east of Ambroyi. 83 All three of the villages mentioned in Kurd's inscription were located on the shoulder of Mt. Aragats south of Ambroyi, indicating that this relatively small region of Aragatsotn was fertile ground not only for agriculture, but for supporting projects of social production as well. In late medieval Georgia, there are frequent references in the written sources to the donations of fields and vineyards to monasteries by different nobles. 84 Gerstel documents various Byzantine endowment inscriptions, including an early 14th century one that lists a monastery being endowed with a variety of valuable rural resources, including fields and vineyards. 85 The name by which Ambroyi was known in the medieval period is still undiscovered, and thus the donation of the village to a local monastic foundation, if such was the case, cannot yet be confirmed. If the village known as Ambroyi did serve as part of an endowment, it might not necessarily have been donated to a monastery. There is also evidence in Armenia and Seljuk Anatolia (as well as elsewhere, in Central Asia and the Levant) for a parallel tradition of donating estates and incomes to caravanserai; likewise, there is evidence for karavanatn'ner serving a similar function to churches in late medieval Armenian society as locales for the performance of pious, hospitable authority. 86 It is thus distinctly possible that the village at Ambroyi may have been attached through ties of socioeconomic practice to the nearby caravan inn. As will be discussed below, this possibility is further supported by the material 82 Ghafadaryan, Hovhannevank'ə, 81. Note: not to be confused with the current town of Dprevan near Aruč (e.g., see reference in Garegin Tumanyan, "Aruči dambaranadašt nos. 7 yev 9. dambanatmberi yev taghman masin arnčvoł voroš harceri šurj," evidence found in excavations at the Arai-Bazarjugh karavanatun as well as at Ambroyi.
Excavation Results: the Material
Traces of Activities at Ambroyi
The excavation seasons of 2013-2014 at Ambroyi revealed important information about the Armenian village in the medieval period, and generated datasets that inform our primary research questions regarding both the continuation and nature of village-scale production of different kinds in the years of Mongol power in Armenia. These excavations focused on a sector in the southwest corner of the preserved settlement identified from both satellite imagery and ground-truthing. The excavations opened internal architectural spaces, both rooms and courtyards, with accompanying installations (see Figure  5 ). The excavated architecture was constructed from undressed field stone, mud brick, and excavated bedrock, and consisted of rectangular rooms exceeding 5m wide and enclosed in 90cm-thick double-faced stone walls. Intriguingly, trenches HB1 (see Figure  6 ) and HB2 revealed a room containing pits, paved floors, and an ornamented tonir-oven and associated stone platform. This space was enclosed within double-faced walls at right angles which were laid on top of the carved clay bedrock. However, at some point during the occupation of the site, a destruction event led to the partial infilling of the southern space (around the decorated tonir) and the construction of a secondary, rougher wall of stones and clay on top of the leveled fill. Thus Ambroyi demonstrates the use of both "agglutinative" and what would be called "planned" architectural styles, suggesting that these categories are not effective when used to categorize whole settlements.
Excavation units to the north included a courtyard filled with round clay ovens and different types of pits, and a narrow adjoining room that was paved with stone slabs and a bell-shaped pit in the middle (HB3; see Figure 7 ). The area with the many ovens and pits seemed to have been some sort of production area (HB4; see Figure 8 ) that included ovens built on top of and inside other ovens after they ceased to be used (see Figure 9) , as well as another oven with an elaborate flue system. 87 In addition, a number of different pits were built into the floor around these ovens, including a deep bell-shaped storage pit, as well as numerous shallow pits that could have been used for processing and preparing foodstuffs for cooking, or wet and dry materials for other production. Ovens built in a conical shape from coarse clay, like those found at Ambroyi, are found frequently in both rural and urban archaeological contexts in eastern Anatolia, from sites dating over very long periods. The ovens at Ambroyi were nested within each other (see Figure 9 ), a feature also seen at Tille Höyük and Korucutepe, as well as in Azerbaijan, where ovens were renovated by inserting another clay lining within the original broken one. 88 Large numbers of ovens have been attested in village contexts in Azerbaijan, 89 fined as a house had a hearth and oven. 90 At Atskuri, dated to the 11th-13th centuries, excavators found the remains of a wine cellar and ovens that they thought served a ritual purpose. 91 Ethnographic evidence from eastern Anatolia suggests that ovens were often constructed by hand in the village and this was assumed to have been the case in medieval villages in Azerbaijan. Every household had its own oven; they were frequently built by village women. The ovens, though sometimes the same size and shape as a large ceramic vessel, were not fired in a kiln but were instead handbuilt and fired in place. Ovens were replaced when they became too damaged by the heat or if the baking 90 Mindorashvili, "Tiseli Settlement," 506. area was moved. 92 As is suggested by the observed nesting of successive oven features, the maintenance of tonir-ovens took some effort. A 12th century mar- steps that were taken to keep ovens in good repair in a more urban context. If ovens were used for bread baking, the chimneys of the oven had to be kept clean of burnt seeds, cinders, and scattered sand so that they would not stick to the bottom of the bread. 94 After bread was baked in an oven, the oven-keeper was enjoined to use water from a clean container to rinse the oven of any debris which would give it a stale smell. Regular washings were prescribed for both the oven and tools associated with baking, such as the board used to transport dough: all of this cleaning added to the wear and tear of the baking process itself, and to eventual deterioration of the low-fired clay ovens. The ovens at Ambroyi, whether they were actually used for bread-baking or for the production of other in the pursuit of Hisba), trans. and introduction by R. P. Buckley, JSS Supplement 9 (Oxford, 1999).
94 al-Shayzarī, Nihāyat.
foodstuffs, were the subject of similar amounts of care and maintenance in the course of their use-lives, repair, and replacement. Though we found a few small pieces of pottery slag in the fills at Ambroyi, we did not find extensive evidence for production of ceramics at this locale (though ceramics were certainly produced at Ambroyi or nearby). Given their size and similarity to ovens found in other sites in eastern Anatolia, the tonirs in excavated parts of Ambroyi were probably primarily used to prepare food: this suggests that, for the sake of convenience, the pits associated with the tonir-ovens may have been used for the storage and processing of grains. At the village of Tille Höyük, excavators found signs that some of the pits were used in smelting, 95 and this has also been observed at village sites in 95 Moore, Tille Höyük, Figs. 10-11. Azerbaijan, 96 but this does not appear to have been the case at Ambroyi. The current lack of archaeobotanical evidence for Ambroyi means that it is not possible at this point to discuss whether or not these ovens were used to bake bread, or whether they might have been used in the production of other foodstuffs. The 10th century cookbook of Ibn Warraq provides an indication of how ovens were used in the production of food dishes. This includes dishes that were cooked in pots on trivets in ovens, as well as cookies, cakes, and other foods. 97 Another possibility is that cooking pots could be placed over the opening at the top of the oven. It is clear from ethnographic parallels that tonir-ovens such as those found at Ambroyi could 96 be used to prepare other foodstuffs besides bread. 98 While the similarity of the largest oven equipped with a complex flue to contemporary tonirs at Korucutepe indicates that this single installation at least was used for bread making, 99 the diversity of oven forms both in the main activity area and in various excavated contexts suggests a multiplicity of productive processes in this area of the Ambroyi site. In Azerbaijan, excavators frequently found areas that they termed "activity areas" for individuals of the village, often associated with ovens and other types of production. Another question which cannot yet be answered definitively is whether the ovens found in this courtyard were used by one family or residential group, or whether they were used for communal cooking and other activities. A related question is whether the solitary, decorated oven in the southernmost excavated room (Unit HB1) was used for different purposes than the more densely-crowded, "utilitarian" ovens in the room to the north. Comparanda for the ovens found at Ambroyi are present in the archaeological record from the wider medieval Near East, as well as attested in recent ethnographic accounts of the same region.
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At the 8th-10th century village of Girag Kasaman in Azerbaijan, the excavators suggested that the number 101 Mulder-Heymans, "Archaeology"; Shafer-Elliott, Food in Ancient Judah, 124. of ovens they found in one particular activity area suggested the structure had been a bakery. 102 At the contemporary village of Sos Höyük, however, every household had its own oven built by women. 103 The number and variety of ovens, pits, and other features excavated in the activity area at Ambroyi suggests that multiple people may have used this installation simultaneously-and there is no reason to presume that it was a family group. The complex spatial relationship between the oven installations and other excavated spaces supports the problematization of the category of "house" as a productive unit in the medieval village in Anatolia and the south Caucasus, as discussed above based on historical evidence. Further excava-Examining the Late Medieval Village from the Case at Ambroyi, Armenia F 135 tions at the village could help to clarify the spatial understanding of shared activity spaces and the social relationships associated with activities carried out by inhabitants at Ambroyi. Additionally, the image of ongoing and busy production activity within this space is supported by the small finds, which suggest a continuing hustle and bustle around the ovens. The finds of bracelet fragments in the courtyards could indicate that the majority of the fragments were lost during work, such as baking, without the opportunity to retrieve them, 104 while the presence of a spindle whorl suggests that the courtyard was also the setting for activities related to the spinning and weaving of textiles, probably of wool. Similar finds of large numbers of bracelets, as well as spindle whorls, are attested in other village contexts throughout the south Caucasus both contemporary with and also dating earlier than Ambroyi. 105 Co-extensive with the preparation area associated with the ovens, a dedicated storage area was discovered. This was a narrow section of a room, which was paved. Initially it appeared to be some sort of alleyway or thoroughfare; further excavations, however, revealed a bell-shaped storage pit in the middle of the room that had a rather heavy stone cover. The neck of the storage pit was lined with roughly corbelled stones. A similar storage pit was found at Gritille, though without a cover, 106 and others are attested in Georgia and Azerbaijan. 107 Georgian archaeologists 108 and Scott Redford have suggested (and we also have speculated) that such bell-shaped pits were constructed to hold grain, 109 while the archaeologists at the village of Dashbulag in Azerbaijan suggested they were to hold food products in general. 110 Although the pit at Ambroyi was flooded at the time of excavation, this was a result of shifting groundwater flows since the medieval period. An almost identical pit was recently found by Franklin and Astghik Babajanyan in a contemporary village space in the Vayocʾ Dzor region: the bell shaped pit in this context was clearly used for cold storage. While Redford has suggested that these pits were used to store grain to conceal them from tax collectors, there is no evidence to support that idea in this instance. It seems more likely that the pit was used to store grain or other supplies-perhaps those that needed to be kept cool-as they were needed. Considered analytically, the ceramic assemblage from Ambroyi effectively addresses several questions related to the medieval village as a locus of social life in the late medieval period. A brief examination of the ceramic material recovered from the excavations, all of which dated between the 12th and 15th centuries, indicates both active material production at the local level, as well as participation in patterns of eating that are visible in urban and monastic contexts.
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The ceramic assemblage at Ambroyi is dominated by red wares (red clay fabric with variable mica, chaff and white stone inclusions) which are generally untreated, or smoothed and covered with a red slip; the slip might then be left smooth, or burnished to a gloss. The assemblage also contains a number of red-bodied glazed wares as well as white wares, both of which types are distinguished by their relative fineness and lack of inclusions. Occasional finds of wasters and ceramic slag suggest the possibility that ceramics were produced on site, but so far confirmed production contexts have not been found for this part of the Kasakh Valley.
112 Ceramic slag has also been found at the 8th-11th century Hajialili III village in Azerbaijan, suggesting the ceramics were made in that village as well.
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The rims of red-slipped red wares are similar in form: late medieval types include a round-rimmed globular form, and a flattened rim ("T"-shaped), carinated bowl form. These two forms are also marked 111 For an extensive discussion of late medieval Armenian ceramics and their chronology, see Astghik Babajanyan, Hayastani XIV-XVII dd. Xecełenə (Atenaxosutʾyun, <<Hnagitutʾyun>> PhD. diss., Yerevan Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography, 2015) . 112 Colleagues at the Institute of Archaeology have encountered late medieval ceramic production contexts at the site of Yeghvard, but these have not been extensively published (Simon Hmayakyan, pers. comm. by patterns of red slip (called "red paint" within Armenian archaeology): round-rim bowls are frequently brushed with a stripe of red slip, usually unburnished, on the inside and outside of the rim. Flat-rimmed bowls are fully slipped and burnished, or brushed with red slip and burnished just on the top of the rim (see Figure 10 ). Red ware flat-rim bowls are basically uniform in their rim thickness, and in this dimension are basically similar to glazed bowls, indicating a possible formal consistency across bowl production, and supporting the existence of a late medieval "table bowl set" assemblage in Armenia. But unlike the other rims recovered at Ambroyi (white and glazed), red-slipped wares were also found in a range of thicker forms, consistent with red-slipped red ware serving not only as table-ware but also for cooking, storage, and production. The diameter of jar and pot rims clustered around the 10-15cm and the 17-22cm ranges, with an especial parity in the dimensions of straight-rimmed cooking jars and carinated red-ware bowls. The narrow overlap in rim sizes is especially manifest in redslipped red wares, indicating a general standardization in the habitus of producing wheel-thrown rims for both bowls and hand-built pots, as well as perhaps the production of fitted lids for cooking and storage vessels. These patterns indicate the consistency of a material tradition which tied together not just the production and eating spaces within the village, but also the village and other spaces within the Kasakh Valley. The red-slipped red wares at Ambroyi have explicit comparanda at 12th-14th century sites elsewhere in the Kasakh Valley and in adjoining valleys of the Armenian highlands, specifically the sites of Tełenyacʾ Vank and Ušii Vank in the Kasakh Valley, and Yełegis in Vayocʾ Dzor. 114 They can be compared to material uncovered in both urban and village sites in Georgia and Azerbaijan (as well as in Iran; see the cover image of this issue), 115 pointing to a continuity of red-slipped red wares throughout the south Caucasus in the early and later medieval periods. The plainware ceramic assemblage from Ambroyi also bears striking similarities to the contemporary material recovered at Sos Höyük in Turkey, including a set of nearly complete unglazed red-slipped wares found stacked together in the corner niche of a room at that site: that assemblage included large mouthed cooking pots and a trefoil jug, in addition to pot lids and platters of different sizes, and gives a possible suggestion of the "typical ceramic kitchen equipment" for the period and region. 116 Interestingly, the forms and sizes of red-slipped red ware bowls and cooking jars found in the Ambroyi village contexts are also directly comparable to the ceramic assemblage from the adjacent Arai-Bazarjuł caravanserai-where they were found, significantly, in contexts not directly associated with cooking. 117 This corroborates a primary inference raised by our earlier research, which is that the cook-wares used at the Arai-Bazarjuł karavanatun were made in local village workshops and provisioned to the inn, probably in combination with local foodstuffs. 118 The close interaction of the village and the nearby road inn should not be considered surprising, given the importance of both village and karavanatun in the regional political economy; indeed, the ceramic correlation seems to confirm the dependent relationship between endowments like caravanserai with nearby villages, as indicated by the historical record discussed earlier.
Other aspects of the ceramic assemblage indicate wider connections and material interaction, in terms of ceramic style and culinary practice, on the part of the inhabitants of Ambroyi. Red ware and glazed pottery were uncovered in both seasons, all of which dated to the late medieval period (ca. 12th-15th cs., though more detailed chronologies are pending). walls) as well as more "organic" utilizations and adaptations of space. While architecture and power were profoundly linked within traditions of politics in the medieval Caucasus, Anatolia, and the Iranian world, it does not necessarily follow that village spaces must show signs of overt top-down site planning in order for the activities occurring within the village and the lives of its inhabitants to be caught up in local-and large-scale projects of political economy. This phenomenon is attested at Ambroyi through material datasets which indicate similarities in consumption and production regimes between the village, neighboring monastic sites (Tełenyacʾ and Uši), and sites associated with the projects of the local Vačutʾyan princes.
Specifically, we think it is highly likely that the village inhabitants provisioned the Arai-Bazarjuł karavanatun, and that this caravan inn would have been coterminous with, if not contained within, the village. This relationship between village and road inn does not imply a one-sided relationship of supply and service; rather, the proximity of the village to the road enabled the participation of the villagers in localized networks of exchange, such that they consumed ceramics and personal adornments similarly to their contemporary urban neighbors in cities of the Ararat and Shirak plains. Further work on the sociality of this period and its manifestations in the material record may probe the mobility of villagers at sites like Ambroyi, asking whether in the course of activities like transhumance or routine travel, the villagers acted within local and larger-scale networks of communication, exchange, and social interaction. These critical engagements, in turn, re-calibrate the views of scholarship on medieval history in the Near East (and particularly in the Republic of Armenia), and of frameworks for interpreting the materiality of village life in Near Eastern and medieval archaeology.
In these preliminary results, we see our work at Ambroyi as part of a developing trend in archaeologies of the medieval Near East, which apply critical readings of both text and material datasets in order to construct a more challenging and rich image of social life in this complex period. An integrated analysis of villages as part of a social landscape which also included urban centers, towns and road networks is, we maintain, crucial to developing medieval archaeology in the Near East as more than a handmaiden either to history or to teleological narratives of emergent modernity.
